Prayers Prayed Monday Morning
Chuck Pierce: Father, I don’t feel like you’ve sent me here to speak. I feel
like you’ve sent me here to say we can make it. Father we can regroup and
address these spirits and see true change. Father we…in some way this political structure is holding this up here. They’re not colaboring right. Their
voice is not quite right here. They’re not speaking right. They don’t have a
dynamic of healing in the midst of their speaking. They’re still under the
condemnation of the loss of what has happened, and every time you listen to
one of them on the news you hear condemnation coming from them over
some mistake. And they’re trying to explain why they didn’t make a mistake.
Lord, we just say shut it. Satan we address you and say in the name of Jesus
shut up that condemning voice that you have in this region. Father, I want to pray for every victim that has experienced this loss Lord that has been inflicted on this area, and Father I say they
will not fall prey to a victim mentality. Father we ask you to remove the victimized mentality
from this area. Now as I stand here this is what I feel. I feel like the spirit of man down here is
beginning to stir, but yet you can feel it on the outside. It’s like spirits of infirmity are trying
to…I feel them like trying to hit…
Willie Wooten (Apostle, New Orleans): …of the lack that’s in New Orleans that we’re going to have great productivity that’s going to come out.
We declare that in Louisiana where our political structure that has been
misaligned; we declare that it will be realigned in the name of Jesus. We
declare that corruption is coming down in Jesus name and righteousness is
rising up in the state of Louisiana. We declare that God is in our midst and
we release a new surge of Holy Spirit to flow out of each and every one of
the people of God. And we shall take truth. We shall take righteousness.
We shall take judgment into every fiber, into the warp and woof of our
state, and our state shall rise up. The shifting is already taking place and
we shall go forth as a righteous place. Our mouth shall be clean. Our mouth shall be free, free
of any disease, any corruption, any putrid. We have a fresh mouth. We have a good mouth and
out of our mouth shall flow good things into all the parts of the United States and even the
world. Hallelujah!
Chuck Pierce: Now let me pray for our intercessors first and then I’ll pray for our leaders that
represent the remnant throughout here. Lord we thank you that a new intercessory mantle is
coming upon this state. Father we say right now that there’s a new faith dimension that’s
breaking forth in the prayer life of this state. Father we say the prayers of faith will be heard
from Louisiana Father and we will begin to see changes in this land. Father we decree right
now that the mantle for the prayer of faith is coming down on this entire place. Now Father for
these leaders right here that represent…the Lord says I’m realigning your ministries. I’m beginning to show you how to colabor together in a way you’ve never colabored together. You
will lay down even some of the past vision that you had and you will relink that vision with others that will help you mobilize and help that which you have been called to accomplish to materialize. I say Lord there is a wisdom of alignment that’s resting on the leadership of this nation
and Lord ministries will go forth not as ministries but as a unified army in this region in Jesus

name.
Willie Wooten: We want to speak to that anti-Semitism, and what many people don’t know is
that Louisiana is connected with Israel because in 2004 our apostolic government team was able
to go and to help to formulate a bill that would allow Louisiana to invest into Israel. And we
had 5 million dollars that has been invested into Israel and so Louisiana is connected. We declare that because of our connection with Israel anti-Semitism will not have any root here at all.
We denounce anti-Semitism in the name of Jesus. And all those things that come out of antiSemitism, and the prophet said racism and all of that, where it looks like it ought to come out, it
looks like this ought to be the seedbed of racism, but we denounce it in the name of Jesus. We
declare that it will not be effective in Louisiana. In fact the place where it looks like it ought to
come out of, it’s going to be just the opposite. Out of Louisiana shall flow a cohesiveness, shall
flow a love, shall flow an acceptance, and a respect. Out of Louisiana shall flow the very antithesis of racism. Amen, God’s heart shall flow out in Jesus name.

